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Based on the game Miner Wars 2081 - http://www.minerwars.com .

For those who dont know Miner Wars - Here is a short summary from their site.

Miner Wars is a 6DOF underground and space shooter played in a fully de-
structible environment and is a combination of single player story game and
MMO.
As a player, you operate an advanced mining ship in an open world asteroid belt
area. Dig kilometers of tunnels, harvest the ore, travel the solar system, fight your
enemies and uncover mysteries.

Game-play is led by an epic story and is a combination of a single/multi-player
gaming; cooperative, or you against everyone.

The story will introduce you to many types of missions: rescue, exploration, re-
venge, base defense, theft, transportation, stealth, escort, search and destroy, pure
harvesting, racing or just flying around and destroying everything you see.

High quality rendering and special effects, realistic physics, unique ’destructible
engine’, and game area with no boundaries make this game a real life experience.

Release date: late 2010

Platform: Windows, Xbox 360 Live Arcade. Active Internet Connection Needed!

http://www.minerwars.com


Part I

The Ambush
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Chapter 1

He had been told that the wait before an ambush was actually worse than
the fight. Calvert hoped that was true because he wasnt sure he could take
much more. A small voice in the back of his head told him that that was
just wishful thinking; of course the battle would be worse.

Nothing had happened since they had arrived at the ambush point two
hours earlier. Comm chatter was down to a minimum to make sure they
didnt give their position away; all was silent except the quiet humming of
the console in the cockpit. Calvert kept going over the plan again and again
in his head, trying to make sure he knew exactly what to do.

The plan was a good one, plain and simple. Intelligence reports had
said that a convoy of AMC supply ships would be coming down this tunnel
system with minimal security sometime in the early hours. So in their
infinite wisdom the guild had decided to dispatch a squadron to ambush the
convoy and steal the supplies. All they had to do was wait for the AMC
ships to pass below them, drop down and destroy any resistance. As the
Lieutenant had said should be a walkover

That was all fine and peachy, except Calvert shouldnt have been there.
He was an engineer not a fighter pilot, he had never even been in combat.
However the squadron had lost a pilot to the flux and he had been the only
person available who had training in the EGS Beetle 90X combat ship that
he was now sitting in. I shouldnt be here, I cant do this was the thought that
kept going around and around Calverts mind. There was a small click and
a voice came over the comms, it was the lieutenant: okay, I just got word
from HQ, enemy contacts have just been picked up entering the tunnels.
They should be here in a few minutes. Stick to the plan and we will be fine.
There was a brief pause and he continued all call signs report in

Calvert was eternally thankful for call signs, he wouldnt have remember
any of the names in the squadron without them.

This Cobalt, standing by came the first reply; Cobalt was a big man with
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a mat of black hair. He seemed friendly enough and his ship was only a few
dozen metres from Calverts. They were sharing the same hiding space.

This is Hush Calvert found himself saying, he was surprised how calm
he sounded standing by

Squid, standing by this is Rail, standing by rumbled a deep voice
Ironcrow, standing by this last voice was the lieutenant again squadron

is ready
and remember only autocannons. The tunnels here are too small for

missiles, they will be just as dangerous to us at this range. Good luck
everyone and with that the lieutenant went silent.

The lieutenant, alongside Squid and Rail were further down the tunnel,
just around a bend. The plan was for Calvert and Cobalt and to drop down
behind the enemy as they passed and trap them between the two groups.
The plan hinged on the radar jammer that had been fitted in the tunnel
when the squadron arrived, it stopped the enemy knowing they were hiding.
Unfortunately it also meant they didnt have radar either and had to rely
and on HQ for intel of incoming ships.

The minutes seem to drag on forever, Calvert felt his hard begin to beat
faster. He swore softly to himself as felt a pang in his bladder. Who the hell
needs to piss just before a fight?!

we have visual contact on the enemy Cobalt voice said over the radio,
and it was true. Calvert saw an enemy ship pass below them. It was an
Arrowhead fighter, an AMC combat ship. It was smaller and not as powerful
as the Beetles but it was a lot faster and hard to hit. A second Arrowhead
passed and then a third and fourth. Something was wrong, Intel has said
there would be minimal security on the convoy. One or two ships at most.
theres half a dozen arrowheads coming your way Ironcrow. Said Calvert as
a fifth and sixth ship past them. sir, I think we should withdraw a pair of
broadswords have just past our position. Advised Cobalt. Broadswords were
even bigger than the beetles and it stacked the odds against the squadron.
HQ had seriously fucked up not to see them entering the tunnel.

its too late, they are almost here. Where the hell are those supply ships
the concern was obvious in Ironcrows voice.

And so it should, thought Calvert. This whole thing stinks of a trap.
Hush, Cobalt wait for the signal said the lieutenant and paused for a few
seconds NOW GO, WEAPONS FREE! Calvert felt like his heart was going
to explode out of his chest, he heard Cobalt swear loudly over the comms and
both ships dived and sprang the trap. Emerging into the tunnel with Cobalt
on his right, Calvert saw the first of the arrow heads disappear around the
corner.
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Engaging arrowheads! shouted Rail over the comms and flashes of light
began to fill the tunnel.

Hush target the broadsword on the right Cobalt ordered. The fear
seemed leave Calvert as he began to fire his ships autocannons. He was
completely absorbed in the moment as his and Cobalts fire ripped into the
rear armour of the enemy. However the fear quickly returned as he realised
the autocannons werent damaging the Broadsword thick armour. FUCK
screamed Calvert as both enemy ships began to turn and take aim. He was
vaguely aware that someone was shouting the words disengage and retreat
over the comms. But Calvert couldnt move, fear had paralyzed him.

He couldnt believe he was about to die it was so unfair! He wasnt even
supposed to be here! Cobalts ship erupted into a ball of fire as it was hosed
down with enemy shells.

Rage began to build inside him. If he was going to die, then he wasnt
going alone. Time seemed to slow as Calvert flicked the missile safety switch.
He fired the missiles and they collided with the nearest enemy Broadsword.
The resulting exposition filled the tunnel with fire, engulfing Calverts ship
in flame, smashing it into a rock wall.

The world turned red,
Then there was nothing.
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Chapter 2

Consciousness came rushing back to Calvert with so much ferocity it was
akin to getting hit by a storm. He didnt know who or what he was, the only
thing he knew of the world was agony. He thrashed about trying to escape
the pain, something was holding him down. He tried to scream out for help
but no sound came from his mouth. His mind reeled at his own helplessness
and retreated back into the realms of unconsciousness.

When he awoke, the pain was still there but his mind felt clearer. Calvert
opened his eyes, a terrible pain lanced through the right side of his face and
he let out a gasp. Something had gone terribly wrong, something was still
wrong but he didnt know what. He was surrounded by darkness, why was
there no light?

He reached out with his arms and felt buttons and switches with his
gloved hands.

....Im in a cockpit

The realisation made memories of the disaster in the tunnel; memories
of Cobalts ship erupting into flames ran across his mind. Calvert couldnt
understand why he was still alive, it seemed so stupid. He placed his hand
on his helmet and found there was no resistance on the right side that side
of the visor must have shattered. A feeling of sickness rose up in him, is
that why my head hurts so much?

Images of plastic shards in face threatened to make him empty his stom-
ach.

He needed light, he need to see. The ships engines must have been
knocked out when he had taken damage. He prayed the engine would start
again, if they didnt he was as good as dead. If life support was out, he
would only have what every air that was left in the cockpit when the power
went out.

Reaching out to where he though the power controls for the console were.
He found a switch and flicked it, nothing happened.
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A cold dread filled Calverts stomach, he found another switch in the
blackness and flicked that oneagain nothing happened.

Something close to hysteria began to take over Calvert and he started
to hit the console randomly. He tried to stand up but he was held down in
his seat by his harness. He couldnt think with this pain!

Taking deep breathes; he managed to calm himself down a little and
forced himself to think back to his training. He had been told what to do in
this situation; they had gone over and over emergency procedure. However
lectures in the guild hall were a far cry from the real thing.

Emergency power he needed to start the backup power supply first. After
a few moments of groping blindly he found the leaver he was looking for on
the right side of the cockpit. For a few seconds after pulling it, nothing
happened. Then suddenly light flooded the cockpit as the console came
alive.

This time Calvert did throw up, the remaining side of his visor was
sprayed with the vomit. That was the least of Calverts problems, he couldnt
see out of his right eye. He moved a shaking hand to that side of his face.
The hand came away covered in blood and the pain which had been terrible
before, became unbearable.

Undoing the clasps that held it in place, Calvert removed his helmet and
threw the damn thing to onside. He kept his focus on his training, there
was a small medical kit located under his seat. While there was nothing he
could do for eye, the kit contained powerful pain killers that would be vital
if he was to get back to HQ.

The box was in easy reach and came away smoothly from its storage
compartment. Calverts hands were clumsy as he opened the box and it
took several agonisingly long minutes to find what he was looking for. He
took a long grey cylinder shaped object and dropped the box. The cylinder
was about 10 inches long and very narrow. The only things that adorned
the tube were a small silver button on one end and a small engraved triangle
on the other. As Calvert clicked the button, the tube let out a small hissing
noise. The end that was marked with the triangle fell away, revealing three
long metallic needles.

Not wanting to dwell on what he had to do, Calvert quickly plunged the
needles into the side of his neck. For a few moments there was a very sharp
stab of pain but it went away almost at once. What followed was the most
peculiar sensation Calvert had ever felt. It was if had swallowed an ice cube
and the coldness was spreading to every part of his body. Within a minute
he was completely submerged in a numbing coldness. The awful pain which
had been plaguing his eye was reduced to a dull aching.
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As he went through the damage reports that were flashing through a
screen on the console his mood became even grimmer. Life support was
severely damaged and it was unable to produce oxygen, he had less than
two hours before the air become unbreathable. Unsurprisingly, radar was
not working. Wither this was due to damage or the jammer nearby, he
was unsure but in the end it was the same result. On a happier note short
range communications seemed to be working and if the damage report was
to believed, so was one of his autocannons.

Turning his attention to the area outside of the ship, Calvert peered
out of the cockpit view screen. All was darkness in the tunnel and nothing
seemed to be moving. It hit him then that with the exception of Cobalt; he
had no idea if the rest of his squadron were alive or dead. Had they manage
to survive the Arrowhead attack? There was only one way to find out, and
he switched on the short range comms:

This is Hush, does anyone read me there was no reply
I repeat this Hush, do any guild craft read me? only static came over

the speaker.
Calverts heart sank, either they were dead or out of range. It looked like

he would have try and get back to HQ on his own.
The engines fired up with surprising ease and the tunnel became illumi-

nated once Calvert turned on the ships outer lights. The sight that greeted
him was not a pleasant one. The enemy Broadswords were adrift, like two
dead whales floating in the sea.

I did that, thought Calvert to himself. He didnt feel any pride or joy
at the fact, just a cold guilt he had killed people. His own ship had been
drifting not far away from where he and Cobalt had been hiding. He tried
to get the ship to turn away from the Broadswords, so he could head back
home. His ship gave an ugly lurch to one side the thrusters must have taken
damage.

After some teasing and perseverance Calvert managed to get the ship
facing the right direction. Not wanting to push his luck, he eased the ship
forward slowly and within a few minutes he managed to take an exit out
of the main tunnel in to a small cavern that acted as a cross roads for this
section of the asteroid.

Unfortunately he was not alone in the cavern, he was face to face with
an Arrowhead.
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